Guide

to the

Rules

The bloody War of the Seven Kingdoms has been over for more than 30 years, and the kingdom of Anderis is experiencing
a period of great expansion thanks in part to its central location—which has quickly transformed it into an important
commercial crossroads.
New roads have been built in the kingdom, and a new city founded at their meeting point has grown so quickly that the
King has decided to move the capital there and build himself a new palace.
There were various groups of craftsmen already present in the city, but now Guilds are forming, which are larger and more
wide-ranging, powerful and in competition with one another. With the goal of obtaining favor with the King, the Guilds
gather together the most prestigious personages within them, not to mention those who can bring them the largest influx of
money or useful talent!
What better place than the Central Square to find new members? For this reason, each Guild places its tents in the Square
every week, inviting the people it considers most interesting to sign up and enticing them with precious gifts. This is
certainly not a low-cost operation, considering that it can cost many silver coins to put together the most convincing gift.
At the same time, each Guild must build its Headquarters, spending large amounts of gold to enlarge it with a range of
luxurious Rooms suitable for its members. If this were not enough, the Guilds must also take into account the King’s current
tastes on what is most important for a Guild worthy of his approval.
Will you manage to make your Guild stand out so it becomes the most important in the city?
How far will you be willing to go to win the King’s favor?

Components

Goal of the Game

•
•

To create the most prestigious Guild by attracting
the city’s most important personages, building a
large and functional Headquarters, and satisfying the
expectations of the King as shown on the Objective
cards. The prestige of a Guild is represented in the
game by Prestige Points (PP).

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 hexagonal board representing the Central Square
4 boards representing building sites for the Guilds’
Headquarters
80 silver coins
25 gold coins
48 Character cards (of 7 Factions: Warriors,
Wizards, Priests, Shades, Noblemen, Craftsmen,
and Animals)
18 Objective cards
35 small Room tiles
18 large Room tiles
4 Entrance Hall tiles (which also identify the colors
of the players)
1 First Player token
1 Turn Marker token
1 Guide to the Rules
1 Almanac

Set-up
1. Each player takes the Entrance Hall tile of their
own color, which they place on their building site
in the position shown on page 2, with the double
door opening out onto the road.
2. Randomly choose the Objective cards required for
the number of players in the game (see table on
page 2) and place them face up on the table: these
are common goals for all players, and should be
placed so they are visible to everyone. Bonus points
will be awarded at the end of the game to players
who fulfill these goals (see page 4).
3. Shuffle the Character cards and place them in a
face down stack.
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Example Set-up for a Four-player Game

4. Shuffle the Room tiles and create separate stacks for
small ones and large ones.
5. Place the gold and silver coins in two separate piles
within everyone’s reach.
6. Set the Central Square board in the middle of the
table and place the Turn Marker token with the dove
side up on the space with the dove symbol.
7. Choose the First Player at random and give them the
First Player token.

* The game is played over a number of game rounds
called “Weeks”, which are counted using the fountain in
the Central Square. The Turn Marker token, which begins
the game on the space with the dove, moves clockwise to
the next space at the end of each Week. For 3- or 4-player
games, there are 6 Weeks. For 2-player games there are
8 Weeks: when the Turn Marker reaches the sixth Week,
turn the token over so the cat side is up. The last Week
will be when the token reaches the space with the cat.

The Weeks

Number of Players

Each game round represents one week in the city and is
divided into 5 phases:
• Start of the Week (income and revealing Characters
and Rooms)
• Character Auction
• Money (retrieve silver and buy gold)
• Construction (expand Guild Headquarters)
• End of the Week (discard silver, cards, and tiles and
assign First Player token)

A number of game elements change depending on the
number of players, according to the following table:
No. of
Players

Characters
at Auction

Small
Rooms

Large
Rooms

Objectives

Weeks*

2

3

2

2

4

8

3

5-6

4

2

5

6

4

6

5

3

5

6
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phase—including bidding—when that player’s turn
comes up again. But, if all players pass consecutively,
the Character Auction Phase ends.

The Phases in Detail
Start of the Week
In this phase, each player receives their income in silver
(and sometimes gold), including the basic income
indicated on their Entrance Hall plus any additional
income in silver or gold earned from Rooms and
Characters.

• Take a Card, as long as the player is currently the one
with the highest offer in the area where the card is
located. If the area has more than one card, the player
chooses which one to take. After taking the card, the
player discards all of the silver on their tent in that
Area, while any other players’ silver remains on their
respective tents.

Some Guild members are particularly attached to their
Guild and are therefore happy to help its growth by
financing it with some of their own funds.

The moment when you are offering the most precious
gifts to a potential member is the ideal time to have
them sign up with your Guild, before someone else offers
more…

Large Rooms, small Rooms and Characters are then
revealed until the number required is reached (see the
table on page 2). Rooms are placed face up by the board
where they can be seen by everyone. Characters are
placed face up around the Central Square, following the
instructions on page 1 of the Almanac.

Important: After an offer has been made, if it is not
raised by another player, the player who made it is
required to take that character at the end of phase 2. If
the phase finishes because all players pass, Characters
with at least one offer go to the highest bidder in their
Area. Any special abilities provided by Characters only
apply starting from phase 3 of that week, unless the card
specifies differently (e.g.: “When joining a Guild”).
See Example A—Character Auction in the Almanac.

Each turn of play represents a new “week” and therefore
a new market day: the ideal time to meet potential new
members. Moreover, each Week architects come by with
new designs.

Character Auction
In this phase the players take turns bidding silver to try
to recruit Characters for their Guild.
Starting with the First Player, the game proceeds to the
left until all Character cards around the Central Square
have been taken or until all players pass consecutively.
During this phase, gold coins cannot be used or
converted into silver (unless a special ability allows it).
When it is their turn, a player must choose one (and only
one) of these three actions:
• Make or Raise an Offer in Two Areas by placing
silver coins on the tent of their color in two Areas
of the Central Square with at least one Character
card. The player must become the top bidder with
their offer: if they do not have enough money to be
the highest bidder in two Areas, they must choose
another action. Important: If there are only two
Areas with Characters available (or less) remaining,
it is possible to place an offer on a single Area instead
of two Areas.
The silver coins placed in this manner represent
how much a Guild is prepared to pay in gifts (wine,
clothes, food and so on) to convince a potential
member in that part of the Square to sign up. When
the card represents an Animal, on the other hand, the
silver coins are an offer made to the seller to purchase
that Animal and take it away.

Money
In this phase, any silver coins still on tents in the Central
Square (which was not spent because that player lost the
auction for that area) are returned to their owners.
Then, players may convert silver into gold, at the cost of
five silver coins for each gold coin.
Important: Converting silver into gold is necessary to
enlarge the Guild Headquarters with new Rooms (those
tiles all have a cost in gold), and is also the only way to
keep money from one week to the next because unspent
silver is discarded at the end of the Week. This is, in any
case, a one-way conversion: it is not possible to convert
gold back into silver unless special abilities are used (for
example, that of the Transmuter).
Gold is a higher-denomination currency and is used
to pay for expensive works such as enlarging a Guild’s
Headquarters.
Construction
Starting with the First Player and going to the left,
each player in turn may purchase one Room at a time,
paying the price indicated on the tile in gold. If they
have enough gold and wish to do so, a player may make
additional purchases, but only when it is their turn again.
When everyone passes or when all available Rooms have
been purchased, this phase ends.
Purchased Rooms must immediately be placed in a valid

• Pass without doing anything: this does not prevent
the player from taking further actions later in the
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position on the available
spaces of the player’s
building site.
Rooms can be rotated
when placed, but all
connections must be
respected (i.e., wall against
wall and door against
door), and it must have
at least one side in contact
with another Room. Doors can be placed in contact with
the outside wall (you can think of them as windows).
It is possible to place them so there is no connection
to the other Rooms through doorways leading from
the Entrance Hall, but until a Room is accessible from
the Entrance Hall it is considered inactive (it does not
provide abilities or PP, and does not count as a built-on
area).

Square. The First Player token passes to the player with
the most silver coins left. If there is a tie in silver, gold is
compared. If this is also a tie, the First Player token goes
to the person sitting to the left of the current First Player.
Finally, everyone discards their remaining silver (gold is
kept), along with any silver placed on the Room tiles.

In a Guild’s budget, silver is the currency for smaller
expenses, while gold is the important currency,
kept in the bank, or in any case kept safe... Human
nature means that any remaining silver is spent on
small things (accessories, new tents, food, etc.) while
the gold is kept aside for major expenses.

End of the Game
The game ends at the end of the last Week (see table on
page 2), or at the end of any Week during which any
player fills all of the spaces on their building site. At this
point, the Prestige Points (PP) are counted up as follows:
Total PP = PP from Characters + PP from Rooms + PP
from any Objectives met
The Prestige Points from Characters and Rooms are
rounded down (i.e. 3.5 PP = 3 PP).
If multiple players are tied on an objective, they each
receive the corresponding PP.
In the event of a tie for the highest PP total, the tied
player with the lowest income wins (for the purposes of a
tiebreaker only, an income of 1 gold counts as an income
of 3 silver). If incomes are also tied, the tied player with
the largest Guild Headquarters wins. If there is still a tie,
the tied player with the highest number of Characters
in their Guild wins. If there is still a tie, then victory is
shared.

No one likes getting their feet dirty or walking through the
rain to reach the living room—and the members of your
Guild are no exception.

See Example B—Construction in the Almanac.
End of the Week
In this phase, the players, starting with the First
Player, may each place 1 silver coin each on top of any
unpurchased Room tiles to prevent them from being
discarded. This money is spent, and will be discarded
before the Rooms are changed for the next week.
To stop an architect from selling a design to someone else
in the city, it is possible to offer them a little something
extra so that it remains available for the next Week, but
this carries no obligation.

At this point, all face up Room tiles without coins on
them are discarded, as are any Characters left in the
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